JOURNEY THROUGH “RUSSIAN” AMERICA

Watching the film about the motorcycle trip “Across America” caused a lot of mixed and nostalgic feelings to Professor Pavel Vorobiev, Founder and President of the ISPOR Russia Chapter. When the time of vacation started to approach, him and Lyubov Krasnova, Executive Director, decided to continue with their adventure; this time choosing the road from California through Canada to Alaska! They made their mind to visit the west coast this time; to visit the places where once stood Russian factories and where still Russian population lives as well as Alaska has a big Russian-speaking population. “Journey Through the “Russian” America!” is the title of their new trip! Because the idea came up on the spot, this time they haven’t arrange the rent of the motorcycle and the hotels beforehand, so had to travel sometimes renting the car, but mostly using a motorcycle travelling through Canada and Alaska. As during all his trips, Professor Vorobiev is posting his pictures and a trip diary on their chapter's website: www.rspor.ru in the section” For the fairness in the healthcare”.

ISPOR team is wishing Professor Pavel Vorobiev all the best in this new adventure!